INTRODUCTION AND PURPOSE
Electric propulsion can achieve _ny desired jet velocity, up to the speed of light (3x108 n'ds). However, the mass required to produce the jet is a liiniting factor, and this leads to an optimunl lsp for any mission, depending on mission parameters and the performance of the electric propulsion system. Consider what is required to accelerate a l-t. spacecraft by 20 km/s with a speed-of-light jet. The momentum transferred is 20 million kg-m/s = 20 million Ns. The momentum of light is E/c where c is the speed of light. The m_crgy required is (20x106)(3x108) = 6x1015 Joules = 1670 GWh, the output t_l a 10(R)-megawatt electric powcrplanl for about 2_ months. We nmst convcrt 0.06 kg of mass to radiation energy. With nuclear fission, considering typical powerplant efficiency, about 2(X) kg of uranium must be fissioned to generate this much energy.
If, however, we use a jet velocity 40 km/s (roughly optinmm) the m;tss ratio is 1.65 and, neglecting electric propulsion mass, the propelhmt _cquired is 650 kg. The energy required to accelerate the propellant is 5xlO I 1
Joules, over 2_ months, 80 kW. Fhis is a typical power output for a near-term space nuclear powerplant. On the other hand, if chemical propulsi,m were used to deliver the 20 km/scc the propellant required would be, again neglecting the mass of the propulsion system, about 70,000 kg. It is clear from this example that we need "enough" jet velocity but more jet velocit) is not always better.
-Nuclear power is one ,,t"the main options for electric propulsion, the other being solar power. Beamed power, e.g. from a laser or microwave power beaming station on Earth. has also been investigated, and isotope" power has been proposed. Nuclear power has the obvious adwmtage that its power availability does not depend on distance from the Sun. Some m_ssions need power and/or propulsion far from the Sun, and nuclear power is the clear choice (for power levels ol watts to hundreds of watts this may' mean isotope nuclear power). At high power levels (multi-hundred kilowatts :rod up) it appears to offer mass adwmtagcs over solar power. ()n the other hand, at power levels below 100 kWc, st,lar power has the mass advantage. Solar electric systems also have a lifetime advantage for most applications but either system offers lifetimes t_t_the order of years.
Mission Application -High po_ cr nucle_cr electric propulsion has been most notably considered for the human Mars mission application. The reasol, one would select nuclear electric propulsion for this mission ix its llexibility to perform either conjunction-like t,r opposition-like profiles, and be reused for more than one mission opportunity.
For an opposition-like mission _he propulsion system will need to deliver about 25 to 35 km/s in about 2(,_) days.
(Thrusting half the trip time is typical.) Taking the median, 30 km/.; in 2(R) days is 0.1X)174 n'ds 2. Simple algebra shows f/m=a; p = fu/2; p/m = atL/2. Assuming Isp 4000, u = 40,000 (approximately) and p/m ix 35 watts per kg.
Taking into account typical propulsion efficiency 60qc, the electric power needs to be about 60 watts/kg. If 1/3 of the vehicle start mass is propulsion system, the propulsion system needs to generate 180 watts/kg which is 5.5 kg/kWe. Also note that if the v,:hicle start mass is 150 t. the power level is 60 watts/kg x 150,000 kg = 9 megawatts.
Thus while electric propulsion t_crformance analysis can become quite complex, a rudimentary calculation illustrates the approximate propulsion perl, wmancc targets.
Ranges of Achievable MassfPower Performance
We may note that l\)r a wider range of applications, the useful rat_gc of mass/pox_er pcrI\wmance is also wider. The following calculation is normalized loa unit mass (1 kg) spacecl aft. which is presumed to be 75% powmplant and propulsion and 25% customer Icayload. Propellant is added to the 1 kg. For most missions, the velocit, needs to bc delivered in less than 2 years as a maximum. Multiply 10 kg/kWc by 730/132 to obtain 55 kg/kWc a; a rough maximum acceptable mas:;/power ratio. Reactor temperatures: Some a,_thors seem to have extrapolated from nuclear rocket reactor experience, which has demonstrated l-hour litE and h,_pcd for 10-hour lilE, to 10,000 hour life at the same reactor operating temperature. This is a major extrapolation.
.Xs far as I know, there is no test experience with graphite-based core materials at such lifetimes. The life limit i:1 the nuclear rocket environment i.; hydrogen corrosion, which does not apply to an inert-gas-cooled reactor.
Hov_.:ver, fission products and fission product gas release, radiation damage, as well as other degradations, are applica!flc to long-life reactors and were not considered in the nuclear rocket case because life was limited due to hydro_;en corrosion.
If the helium flow is seeded by cesium (for an MItD generator), reactions between cesium and t _e hot reactor core must be evaluated and may affect temperature limits. Cesium has one stable isotope, which has a neutron cross section low enough to not be concerned about poisoning the reaction, but high enough to be concerned about depleting the seed concentration.
My view is that temperature limits 1500K -2000K are more realistic, based on operating experience with graphite, helium-cooled high-temperalmc gas-cooled reactors for commercial power generation. Maximum short-term fuel temperature (hot channel max_ was cited at about 1600K, with normal fuel operating temperature about I I50K Fuel was rated at 3 full-powe_ years, with bumup approaching 100,000 MWD/t. (Another source gave 50,000 MWD/t.)
These reactors used b_ghly enriched U235, with thorium 232 as a "phoenix fuel" rather than U238.
Reactor: For this application, the reactor design must include burnup as well as heat transfer limits. Rocket reactors have ve U low burnup and it _ not an issue. Rocket reactors are also high pressure drop designs; closed-cycle Brayton systems must be vela I ,w pressure drop, as described belo',_.
Superconducting
Magnets: Th,: referenced paper describes superconducting magnets liar producing the magnelic field for the MHD gencrator. hese are presumably located near the reactor. The reactor will leak a megawatt or so of radiation ... neutrons and gan_ma rays. Some (a kilowatt?) will be deposited in the magnets.
Removing heat from a superconducting magnet at lquid helium temperatures is diffit ult. There is a tradeoff among distance from the reactor, shielding and ctyostat _ ross, to minimize total mass. We me confident this mass penalty is greater than zero.
Turbo-compressors:
Specific nass projections, based on aircraft engine experience, appear to be applicable. Note that a helium compressor may he considerably more massive. Air has 7 times the molecular weight of helium, and hence 7 times the density and _0% the speed of sound A helmm compressor is likely to need at least twice the number of stages for a given t,rcssure ratio compared to an air c, mlpressor.
Some analysts have proposed heliumxenon mixtures to solve the molecular weight issue; the mix _pparcntly has most of thc conductivity and heat capacity per unit volume of hel_,tm but is much easier to pump.
InanMIlD design, anelectric Nnotor must beused to drivethec_ mpressor, andappears tohavebeen neglected in some references. Its specific mass will bemany timesthatof thecompressor. I referred backtooneofthesolar power satellite thermal cyclestudies of several years ago.It dest ribeda 32-megawatt dectrical generator at0.14 kg/kWe, notincluding itsthcrn,llcontrol system. Thisestimate was made by General Electric, a builder of highpower aerospace elcctric gencral_,rs.
Of course, if one uses a convel,iional turbine, the compressor ma'< be driven by a shaft but the power output must come from a generator which v ill be as heavv per unit prover as lhe motor. Note that for a lypical closed Brayion cycle the compressor power is ai,out twice the output power, so the advantage still goes to the conventional turbine.
Regenerator (also called rccupe ?_ The regcncrator mass per unit heal transfer area is estimated as I kg/m:. This may be appropriate for a lighm eight, moderate-temperature induslrial design. Note that it" the recuperaior is a tubein-shell design, the mass of a lube is pDLt 9 (thin wall approximation) where terms are D diameter, L length, t thickness, and 9 material densit_ The heat transfer area is pDL, and the ratio m/A is just tp, which is intuitive. For the temperatures of operation, up to over 1400K (over 21OOF) the lnatcrial must be a turbine-type nickel-based alloy.
For these, p is about 8000 kg/m For m/A to be 1 Oust for the tube 0, wall thickness must be O. 125 mm = O.005".
Radiator: The radiator mass pet tinit area is a significant contributor to overall mass. 1 kg/m 2 is equivalent to a sheet of aluminum 1/2800 m = 0.36 mm thick. This is O.014". If the material were a copper alloy as probably necessary, at the planned radiator tempera ures 500 -70(IK (440 -80OF), the thickness would be 1/8000 = O. 125 mm= 0.005". Small fin radiators on spacecr ,t't may indeed be so thin, but this radiator is another animal entirely and will be several times as massive One cannot afford the mass penalty, pressure drop, or leak risk of piping the helium all over the large radiator area (f,,r the cycle I analyzed, 10 MWe. the radiator area is about half a football field). Therefore, the design needs to ,e a compact(!) heat pipe heat exchanger which transfers veaste heat from the helium flow to a large number of heat [lpes which then distribute the heat _,vcr the radiator area. It v¢ill be > 1 kg/m:. MHD vs turbine: As cycle peak temperatures are reduced in the. interest of realism, and radiator masses become more realistic, the higher efficicucy of a turbine versus an MHD g,.'ncrator, combined with the reduced size of output generator versus compressor &ire motor, may tip the balance in l'.lvor of a conventional turbine, if turbine materials and designs can be developed i;>r helium use at selected cycle teniperatures. The tradeoff should be based on point designs for comparative system, at rcalistic temperatures and component mass characteristics.
Mission/performance sensitivities and representative estimates are pre;¢nted in Figure   1 . Estimates from other source,,, especially at high power levels, varied widely, with some estimates well below 1 kg/kWe Some of these estimates were linked to MIlD _encrators (rather than turbine-generators). Others considered gasphase (plasma) reactors along with MHD.
Note that specific power is scn.,idvc to technology level and power output, ,rod that NEP does not scale to low power welt. Consequently, it may not make sense to produ:e a reactor at less than 100 kWe capability.
Since the efficacy of nuclear electric propulsion for human Mars missions seem, lo depend on achieving low values of mass/D_wer, the present investigation was focused on hi__,h-power advanced technology reactors.
Selection
of Systems for Analysis 
Cycle Analysis
The specific cycle analyzed x_as taken from the referenced paper. It is diagrammed in Figure  2 . 
FIGURE 2, Brayton Cycle Diagram
Without pressure drop the hight4 cycle efficiency occurs at a h}w compressor pressure ratio (and high mass flow, if one were to calculate it). With pressure drop, the highest cycle ell'iciency is less and occurs at reasonable, but still rather low, pressure ratios, as shown in Figure 3 . Full optimizati{,n of a Brayton cycle requires, in addition to this, trading pressure drop versus duct and heat exchanger size and mass, compressor pressure ratio versus mass, recuperator effectiveness versu: size and mass, and so on. However, Figure 3 permits selection of reasonable, if not fully optimized, state points.
For purpose of analysis of achievable power-to-mass ratio, I seletted the top center charl with pressure ratio 4 and pressure drop ratio 0.85, and _cle efficiency 30%. This reflecls mv skepticism of operating the reactor with a helium outlet temperature of 25{)0K tk}r a long period of time. The pressure ratio is near optimum: I saw no reason to stay with the reference pressu_ c ratio 8. 1 also analyzed a representative turbomachinc (as opposed to MILD) conversion cycle B'ith cycle maximum temperature 1500K and minimum temperature 50OK, also with pressure drop ratio 0.85. This case, coincidentally, also has cycle efficiency 30%.
Full optimization of the cvcl: requires optimizing on pressme ratio, low temperature limit (assuming high temperature is fixed at maximum hardware capability'), pressure drop versus mass of each major component, and radiator desi gin, Reactor Performance:
The reactor design was assumed cylindrical, similar to a NIiRVA reactor. Two considerations were used to sizt the reactor: fuel burnup and heal transfer. For simplicity 1 assumed the reactor core was U235C2 and graphite. A practical design might add thorium-232, as needcd to get the right criticality and to provide some breeding to com,leract burnup.
No neutronics am,lyses were done. The reactor is certainly large enough. The main reasons for u neutronics analysis are to size the rel]ector, assess controllability based on reI]ector drums, and determine reasonabh' buruup and benefits of thorium ad,lition Fuel load was based on 80,000 MWD/ton fi_r 2 to 5 year lull powa life, about 9% burnup, and the physical size of the reactor was based on a 2(!"/,, void fraction for helium passages, an assigned pressure drop of 3 psi (about a fifth of the allowable lbr the entire cir_ uit), and the necessmw heat tran_,fer area. The graphite mass was determined by balance of volume after fuel load Viscosity was detetvnined by a kinetic theo]7 relationship: m = 2.6693 x 1()_ (MT)°S/(d2+tz) where the result is in egs units. For mks units, divide by 10, which was done on the spread sheet.
Averages were used, where a t,:al heat transfer analysis would consider several points in the helium passages to assess heat transfer versus heli:_m temperatme and other flow cunditions. The Reynolds' number in the passages (3000) is lower than [ would like, but is prt,bably OK. Friction coefficient was an assumed value. A 2(1 em (8") reflector was assumed, with rellector controls assumed included in the reflector mass.
The reactor size result is somewhat too small for mass fl _w (9AV), so further design iterati,m would be required for a real design, t louever, this seems to be in the ballpark. Main reactor parameters are given _n Table 2 and Figure 4 .
Turbomachine: Used a specific mass of 0.025 kg/kW shaft pox_er. Various sources suggest this is about right.
However, none of these sources described helium turbomachines; it is quite possible that because of the low molecular weight, helium math nes will need so many more stage: they will be significantly heavier, t"or the MHI) expander, I used a specific n]as-; of 005 kg/kWe. There is little data on which to base this estimate.
small effect on overall prover-to mass ratio unless the specific mass is much greater. 
